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From the Director's Desk

Sunshine and superheroes! This month we celebrate the beauty of spring and our fantastic
Rise team with Team Appreciation Month. Every day our dedicated team pours their entire
hearts into making the experience here at Rise one that is empowering and full of wonder for
the 184 incredible scholars we serve. This year, our scholars have engaged in flexibility and
problem solving, two tenets of a STEM-focused curriculum. It has also requested that all of us,
educators, scholars, and families, be courageous and kind, continuing to work on creating a
today and tomorrow that is full of hope, promise and peace. Thank you for being a part of the
Rise family and choosing to Rise Up!

Just In Case You Missed It...

Presentation of Learning #3
We think you will agree that our scholars did an outstanding job exhibiting their knowledge
during the Presentation of Learning! Each grade level discussed and demonstrated their unit of
learning.
Kindergarten:
Scholars created a Habitat Manuel book for each of the habitats they learned and also used
National Geographic Magazine pictures to add to their manuals. They created a glossary and
Table of Contents as well for their informational manual!
They researched individually habitats in the United States (using Epic and National
Geographic). The focus was on "Freshwater, Forests, Desert, and Grasslands (outside of

US)/Prairies (in the US).
Scholars did extensive work on understanding our US Maps, and color coded each habitat on
their individual US Map. Scholars worked in teams to create a Map Route for their Assigned
Travel agents (Director Jacobs, Ms. Keene, Mrs. Jacobs, Dr. Schroeder)
Scholars outlined their MAP route in teams.
They also had to match the pictures of animals and plants designated to specific habitats
according to the preferences of their Travel Agents
Finally, scholars created Flipgrid videos to showcase their work including a Lexington
commercial.
First Grade:
Scholars worked on reflecting on their previous window boxes from POL 1.
They found that weathering destroyed their past window boxes and agreed to change
materials to wood. We then learned about colors and how colors are seen and created.
Scholars mixed primary colors to create secondary colors. They then coded their window
boxes to paint them for the outdoors. They also created color by number coloring sheets with
this knowledge. Click on the link to learn more.
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1uokV0_eHRJ1e5-spr5zFweie7PV9vImEryh5VUPtBE/edit#slide=id.g511bedda51255211_0

Second Grade:
Scholars completed a two point study. First, they learned about the process of pollination. This
process allows plants to reproduce. In some cases, wind and rain will send pollen to other
plants. However, most plants need bees and other insects to pollinate.
Second, they learned about Natural Disasters then created Natural Disaster Preparedness
Plans.
Third Grade:
Scholars designed, created, and built a magnetic levitation train (Maglev, for short) The trains
use magnetic force to float above a track. Scholars learned the trains are eco friendly, very
quiet, energy efficient and extremely fast. Scholars also built their own transportation websites.
If you missed the event, no worries. You'll have one more opportunity before the school year
ends. It's scheduled for June 16th. Go ahead and add that date to your phone calendar.

Nothing Personal, But Really It Is!

Scholars should bring only personal property to school which promotes learning. Scholars
should not bring personal property that is hazardous, dangerous, or disruptive. The school
staff will retain any items of this nature until arrangements can be made for the return to the
parent. No stuffed animals, toys, or games are to be brought on the bus or to school without
the teacher’s permission. No weapons of any kind should ever be brought on school property
or on the school bus. Doing so will result in disciplinary action. The use of toys, electronic
devices, cell phones, MP3 players (CD players, hand held computer games, radios, etc.) is not
permitted and will be confiscated if they are found by staff. If personal property is stolen or
lost, every effort will be made to retrieve the property, but this is not the responsibility of the
school.

And the WINNERS are...

The Rise Green Team has been working hard to complete their electric car and put together a
video blog of the process. On April 20, 5 scholars represented the Green Team at the STLP
State Championship for the first time ever, and presented our Video Blog project to a set of
judges. Out of 500 teams, they were selected among the top 60 projects (including middle and
high school) and presented their project again in the final round. Our project was selected as
one of the best of the level two projects of the day!!!
Congratulations to every member of the Rise Green Team. We are incredibly proud of your hard
work.
We think our coaches are pretty amazing too! Thank you Dr. Witt and Ms. Lopez, for guiding our
scholars to success!

Earth Day Celebration

In observance of Earth Day on April 22, scholars celebrated the day with some creative and
meaningful activities to promote sustainability and bring awareness to caring for the planet.
In library, the book Earth Day Should Be Everyday! was read. Students discussed ways to be
good stewards of the environment at school and home. They got creative by designing a tie
dyed water color earth.

In outdoor STEM, Ms. Khumalo said scholars had an awesome time celebrating Earth last
month and learning about all the ways we can give back to our planet! We began our
discussion about composting and conserving natural resources and even made an outdoor
"poster" with chalk.
For the month of May, STEM and Makerspace will continue focus on local efforts to manage
waste and serve our planet! Lex Green Live will be visiting during specials to teach about waste
management, and our scholars will collaborate to practice composting and sorting recycling
throughout the month!

Easy as PIE!

Mrs. Lee offered a fun incentive to motivate her scholars to do their very best on the MAP test.
She agreed to let them throw a pie in her face if they met their goals. Needless to say, all of her
scholars worked hard and succeeded!!

4H

Talea Shelton, a first grade scholar, described the fun she had while learning during a recent 4H
workshop. "The project was all about planting seeds in soil." She said, "After we wrote our
names on the cups, we drew a picture. Then we put some seeds and dirt inside our cup. We
got to take them home so we could plant them." Scholars received a variety of herbs to plant.
Scholars are already looking forward to designing and testing rockets when 4H returns.

MENtors Book'd!

Rise would like to give a HUGE shout out to our REAL Men Read volunteers. Thank you for
fostering a love of reading and being a positive role model. We truly appreciate the time you
have taken to read to our scholars.
The following are books our scholars received this month:
Kindergarten received, The Little Red Fort
1st grade received, Sing, Don't Cry
2nd grade received, Carlos and the Squash Plant
3rd grade received, Uncle Jed's Barbershop
If you are interested in reading, please email Ms. Dottie at dottie.fields@fayette.kyschools.us

Student Success Library Card

Just in time for summer!
Your scholar will receive a Student Success Card in the upcoming weeks.
The program is a partnership between Lexington Public Library and Fayette County Public
Schools. The card looks different, but works the same way as a regular library card.
Scholars can check out books and movies, but that's not all! To learn more about the program,
click on the purple button above. Be sure to ask about their summer reading incentives too!
Happy Reading!

Cha-Ching!!

Money Smart Kids Contest
Hey Rise Family! WE NEED YOUR HELP!
The Cha-Ching™ Band is back with some big news: the 2022 Money Smart Kids Contest is
officially OPEN! We invite educators, parents, and community members, to vote daily on behalf
of Rise for the chance at $10,000 to put toward financial education and $1,000 to donate to the
charity of your choice. It's SO easy! Just type in our zip code: 40511 to vote.
To learn more click on the purple Cha-Ching button above.

What's Cooking?

Breakfast

Lunch

Click the icon for the breakfast

Click the icon for the lunch

menu

menu

Mark Your Calendars

May 2 - 6: Team Appreciation Week
May 9-11: KSA Testing (3rd grade only)
May 17: Primary Election - NO SCHOOL
May 30: Memorial Day - NO SCHOOL

